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Greetings Sire,

The time has come for the Boar Hunt. The Kings from

the neighboring kingdoms have already arrived with their

hunting parties. Soon we shall venture out into the woods

to engage in a spirited competition of daring and valor as

each King attempts to bag their Boar first.

I hear a member of one hunting party has taken quite

ill, I do hope he does not die.

Later on, we shall have a merry chase as all try to

capture the Greased Pig and claim the prize for

themselves.

Hear that? The call to arms is sounding. You must

accept the challenge or risk humiliation.
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Boar Hunt can be played with 2-4 players. Purchase a

second game and mark the tokens to accommodate more.

A game may take 15 - 45 minutes, depending on how

skilled you are.

The suggested age is 12+, but honestly, we’re just guessing

here.

How the game is played

The game is played by moving your pieces across the

board. Each piece has its own abilities with certain

strengths and drawbacks. The goal of Boar Hunt is to be

the first King to capture your boar.

Contents

20 Hex Tiles

4 Turn Order Cards

4 Huntsmen Tracker Cards

10 Punch-Out Sheets

2 Dice

4 Bags

1 Rule Book, but 3 Games!!!
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SETUP

The Setup for Boar Hunt is not simple. It takes a lot of

thinking, planning, and foresight to create an ideal board.

Place the game tiles in any symmetric configuration. See

the bottom of the box for examples. There are 20 tiles, but

you do not need to use them all. For fewer players, or for a

tighter game, use less tiles.

Place a Huntsmen Tracker card and Turn Order card in

front of you.

Choose a color and count out the number of tokens

needed (Extra pieces have been included for your

convenience; leave them in

the box). Refer to the table

to see how many tokens you

need.

Choose each player’s

starting point. The starting

point must be on a tile at the edge of the board. Place your

King in the center of the starting tile, then place the rest of

the tokens. Tokens must be placed on edge tiles adjacent to

the starting tile, but may be placed in any pattern.

The Spy does not start on the board. Place it on the

table in front of you instead.

Players: 2 3 4

King 1 1 1

Spy 1 1 1

Huntsmen 3 3 3

Hound 1 1 1

Pawn 15 12 9
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Place the Boar token on the opposite side of the board.

Carefully consider the distance from King to Boar for each

player, distance from player to player, and the path each

player will have to take to reach the Boar. Setup can be

difficult, but is important for an even game. Refer to the

diagrams on the bottom-sides of the box for some examples.

Place 9 Trap tokens on your Huntsmen Tracker Card.

Traps and Huntsmen are explained in the “Tokens and their

Abilities” section.

Roll the dice for starting order, or get in a fist fight…. on

second thought, don’t get in a fist fight; police and courts

generally frown on that sort of behavior.

Now our lawyers are telling us we have to add this: “We

are not responsible for any injuries that occur while playing

Boar Hunt.”

Boar Hunt is easiest to learn on the go. So once you have

the board set up, review the “Turn Order”, “Action Points”,

and “Tokens and their Abilities” sections and

Let the Hunt Begin!
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TURN ORDER
1.Roll 2 dice for Action Points.

(For a faster game, add another die)

2.Spend your action points.

ACTION POINTS
Each token is limited to 4 actions per turn. Once a token

has completed 4 actions, you must use your action points on

other tokens.

Some actions can only be done by specific tokens.

- Move
Move 1 space in any direction for 1 point when moving

into a clear space. Moving into a forest space (space

occupied by a tree, log, pond, or rock) costs 2 Action Points.

You may jump one of your own tokens as a Move Action.

- Attack
Attack by jumping over an enemy token for 1 point.

Enemy token is removed from the board.

- Kamikaze
Attack by jumping over any token and onto an enemy

token for 1 point. Your token and the one it landed on are

both removed. The token you jumped over remains. This

can be a good way to clear a blockade, if you are so callous.
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- Threaten (Hound)
Move into a space occupied by

any enemy or Boar. The enemy

or Boar token is driven back one

space (to position #1).

If the token cannot be driven

directly back, use the diagram to

determine movement (no dice needed).

If no movement is possible, you cannot Threaten.

You cannot Threaten a friendly token.

- Lay Traps (Huntsmen)
Lay 1 trap in any adjacent space for 1 point. All tokens

have a chance to pass through a Trapped space unharmed,

but must succeed on a Dexterity Save roll to do so. See

section on “Traps” for more details.

- Pick up Traps (Huntsmen)
Pick up any trap from an adjacent space for 1 point.

You may pick up any player’s trap as long as there is

space in your Huntsman’s inventory.

- Capture the Boar (King)
Your King can attempt to Capture the Boar for 1 point.

A failed attempt ends your turn. See the “To Win” section

for details.
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Tokens and their Abilities
King
You cannot jump an enemy king. Kings

cannot be removed from the board. Your

King must be the one to capture the Boar.

Pawn
No special abilities.

Hound
The Hound Threatens an enemy token

by moving into the occupied space, not

jumping. The enemy or Boar token is

driven back one space (to position #1).

If the token cannot be driven directly back, use the

diagram on the previous page to determine movement (no

dice needed).

If no movement is possible, you cannot Threaten.

You cannot Threaten a friendly token.

The Hound can Threaten and move the Boar.

The Hound moves into forest spaces for 1 Action Point.
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Spy
The Spy does not start on the board.

Your spy is disguised as an enemy Pawn,

waiting for the chance to foil your rival’s

plans in the most dastardly of ways.

(Watch out though, they may take it personally. Once again,

“We are not responsible for any injuries that occur while

playing Boar Hunt.”)

The Reveal
You can Reveal your spy at any point during the game.

Simply say, “Reveal” and the game pauses. You cannot go

back to an earlier moment. Take any enemy Pawn from

the board and replace it with your Spy. Your Spy gets 1

Action Point to be used immediately before play resumes.

The Escape
If your Spy can Escape by putting two clear spaces or one

forest space (except pond) between him and any enemy

token, he goes back into disguise: remove the Spy and

replace it with the Pawn.

You now have the opportunity to “Reveal” your Spy a

second time from among any enemy Pawns, regardless of

color. After the second reveal, the Spy is recognizable and

can no longer hide.

The Spy now behaves the same as a Pawn.
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Huntsmen
Huntsmen can set traps to hinder

movement and thin the enemy ranks.

Each Hunstman starts with 3 Traps.

Place these on the Huntsmen Tracker

card. Huntsmen can pick up other

player’s Traps. If the inventory is full (3), the Huntsmen

may pick up and Carry 1 Trap, but must place it on the

same turn. The Huntsman may Move while Carrying a Trap.

Huntsmen can move into forest spaces for just 1 Action

Point.

If a Huntsmen is defeated, all of the Traps in their

inventory (including a Carried Trap), are dropped in

adjacent spaces (if empty). Arbitrarily assign each empty,

adjacent space a number between 1-6, then roll the dice to

place each Trap. Yes, it may seem odd to drop a Trap and

have it be set, but we don’t care; it works.

Traps
Any token, except the King, can attempt

to move through a Trapped space. To move

through a Trapped space, you must roll a

Dexterity Save (roll a D6). The trap is triggered on any roll

below 6 and both the token and the Trap are removed from

the board.

See the “To Win” section to learn about the Boar moving

onto a Trapped space.
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To Win

You win when your King captures the Boar before anyone

else. This can be done in 2 ways.

1. Maneuver your King and one other token adjacent

to the Boar. Spends 1 Action Point for your King to

attempt a Capture; roll a D6,

1-3, the Boar attacks. The Boar moves into the space

occupied by the King’s helper. Remove the token. Your

turn ends.

4-6, the King successfully captures the Boar and the

game ends as you claim victory for yourself.

2. Use your Hound to move the Boar onto a Trapped

space.

The Boar must roll a Dexterity Save; roll a D6,

1-4, the Boar becomes Wounded and unable to attack.

5-6, the Boar evades the trap. Remove the Trap.

Your King can Capture a Wounded Boar easily. No dice

roll and no helper are necessary, but you must still spend 1

Action Point.
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Perk Mode!

If you are looking for a greater challenge, Perk Mode is

for you. Perk Mode is an optional addition to the standard

game. Before setup, each player rolls a D6 to determine

their perk.

1- Your Choice

2- The Warrior King
You’re not above hiring mercenaries. Gain 3 extra Pawns

(use the White Pawns, or, if you must, your own color).

3- The Watchful King
You have trust issues. Gain 1 extra Spy.

4- The Hunter King
You are experienced with the hunt. Gain 1 extra

Huntsman.

5- The Prepared King
You are wise and well-prepared. Gain 1 extra Hound.

Also gain 1 extra Action Point per turn (2 points in a 4

player game).

6- Rival’s Choice (to your left)
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This game would not have been possible without the help

of many fantastic artists. We owe a great amount of

gratitude to those artists who put their work out there for

free or for a very affordable cost. Thank you all!

Cover Artwork was done by Clayton Chowaniec. Clayton

was wonderful to work with, and as you can see, he has

phenomenal skill. You can see more of his work and

methods to contacting him at his website, www.badnix.com

NineLine Entertainment has been very helpful with

marketing, and advice. You can find them at

www.ninelineentertainment.wordpress.com

Original artwork for all tokens was created by Lorc and

Delapouite. Artwork was taken from www.Game-Icons.net

and adapted for Boar Hunt. Lorc and Delapouite kindly

make their icons free for use.

Artwork for the “Made in USA” icon by DevinCook,

Created by jacobolus using Adobe Illustrator, and released

into the public domain, [Public domain], via Wikimedia

Commons. Artwork was modified to fit our needs.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3AUS_flag_13_sta

rs_%E2%80%93_Betsy_Ross.svg
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Original tile artwork was created by Billiam Babble and

Inked Adventures. Mr. Babble kindly gave us permission to

use his artwork for this board game. Artwork was taken

from http://inkedadventures.com/main and adapted for

Boar Hunt with some Public Domain artwork added.

Thank you to the wonderful contributors of

www.1001Fonts.com, a great source of free, fonts which

have greatly enhanced this rule book.

Other images were gathered from Public Domain sources

and we are unfortunately unable to give credit to those

specific individuals. But we must express gratitude to all

artists that selflessly contribute work to the Public Domain.

All artwork for the game was created, modified, designed,

or laid out by the game designers. A lot of time and effort

went into this game, and we hope you enjoy it.

Do you have a Board Game idea?
There is something supremely satisfying

about watch an idea become a project

become reality. We love to help others bring

their board game to life as well.

If you have a board game at any stage of the process,

from an idea of an idea to an finished design, we can help

with the writing, gameplay, rules, and design!
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You and your fellow Kings are out in the forest having

your annual Boar Hunt when horror strikes. A sickly man

suddenly attacks those near him, biting, gnawing, and

clawing.

Within moments, one King and all his people have fallen,

only to rise again as an undead horde with a craving for

human flesh.

Can you and the other Kings band together and survive

this nightmare, or will the Corruption take you all?

Setup
Set up the board as you would for a normal game (don’t

worry about the Boars though).

Choose one player to be the Alpha Zombie. Use any

method you would like, preferably those that won’t get

either us or you in trouble with the authorities. You can roll,

play rock-paper-scissors, have a heated debate about how

being a fish would improve your life, or have a hair-growing

contest. The possibilities are endless!

Once the game is set up, the Alpha Zombie rolls for half

of their tokens, one at a time, to see how many are

Corrupted (see the “Corruption” section below). The other

half are automatically Corrupted.

The Alpha Zombie one extra action per turn (2 in a four

player game, or 2 if you are using Perk Mode).
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Zombie Tokens and their Abilities
All Zombie tokens have the same Abilities and rules as

their non-Zom counterparts, except as noted below.

Zombie King
The Zombie King gets one extra Action

Point per turn. This allows the Zombie

King to complete 5 actions. The Zombie

King can Corrupt human tokens, but not

Hounds.

Zombie Pawn
Zombie Pawns can Corrupt human

tokens, but not Hounds.

Zombie Dog
Zombie Dogs can Corrupt Hounds. When

a Zombie Dog attacks, it does not push the

other token back. If the token is killed, the

Zombie Dog moves into its space. If the

Zombie Dog Corrupts a Hound, the Zombie

Dog stays in the same space.
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Corruption
When a Zombie Pawn or the Zombie King attacks a

human, or when a Zombie Dog attacks a Hound, roll a D6.

1-3 – the token is removed from board.

4-6 – token is Corrupted:: replace it with a Zombie.

King -> Zombie King;

Hound -> Zombie Dog;

all others -> Zombie Pawn

If you have no more Zombie tokens to use, the non-Zom

token is automatically removed.

Human Kings
In Human Hunt, Kings are no longer invincible.

Kings can now move through Trapped spaces with a

successful Dexterity Save.

Kings get 1 additional Action Point per turn (now with a

limit of 5 actions each turn. All your other tokens are still

limited to 4 actions). I

f you roll a 12, you will actually get 13, but must use at

least 1 on the King.
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Corrupting the King

If your King is Corrupted, roll for each remaining token to

see how many are corrupted with him (yes, this is a magical

world where the King is somehow connected to his subjects

in a way that can make them into Zombies; I’m a writer, I

can do what I want).

Flip over your Huntsmen Tracker and join the other side.

Killing the King (Human or Zombie)

If your King is killed, lose 1 Action Point per turn; minus

1 from whatever you roll.

Now, if you roll a 12, you will only get 11 Action Points

to use.

Lose an additional Action Point (2 total) per turn if your

King is killed by a Trap or an ally.

Roll a 12 and you only get to use 10.

To Win

The goal is simple to understand, but harder to achieve.

Zombies win when there are no more humans. Zombies

don’t have to kill the Hounds to win.

Humans win when there are no more zombies. Humans

do have to kill the Zombie Dogs to win.
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Now that you are familiar with the rules of Boar Hunt

and have survived the terror of Human Hunt, enjoy the

light-heartened, friendly competition of Greased Pig.

Setup
Start the game with a normal setup, but with 4 less

Pawns per player. Instead of the Boars, place a single pig in

the center of the board. For a more challenging game,

release multiple pigs (not equal to the number of players).

Tokens and their Abilities
The Pig
Unlike Boars, the pig moves randomly around the board,

creating a unique challenge.

At the start of each player’s turn,, roll 3 dice one at a

time and move the pig to the appropriate space.

The pig cannot move into pond

or occupied spaces. Reroll the

dice to choose a new space.

When there are no more

movement options available, the

pig becomes Cornered and can

now be captured. See the “To

Win” section to learn about capturing a Cornered pig.
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Nets
Huntsmen now place Nets instead of

Traps.

Any token, including the King, can move through a

Trapped space by succeeding on a Dexterity Save roll. Roll a

D6. On a 1-4, the token becomes Trapped. Place the net on

top of the token. That token is Trapped and cannot move

until a Hunstman picks up the Net.

When the pig enters a Trapped space, it must succeed on

a Dexterity Save by rolling a 2-6 to avoid becoming

Trapped. If the pig rolls a 1, it becomes Trapped.

To Win
The pig can only be caught once it is Cornered or Trapped.

To Corner the pig, you must surround it so that there is no

movement available for the little swine.

Once the pig is Cornered or Trapped, roll 1d6 for each

token in an adjacent space. The token with the highest roll

captures the pig for its King. Reroll ties as necessary.

If you released multiple pigs, the game ends when the last

pig is caught. Victory belongs to the player that caught the

most pigs.
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Contributor’s Special Edition Token
Thank you so much for your contribution. Your help was

instrumental in making this game a reality. As a special

thank you, we have included a special edition game piece

which is only available to contributors. We hope you enjoy it.

Archer
To add the Archer to your game, set up as

normal +1 Archer.

The Archer is the only unit in the game

capable of striking from a distance.

-The archer can attack enemy tokens 2 or 3 spaces away

for 1 Action Point.

-When you attack, roll a D6. If you roll a 3-6 the

attack is successful, otherwise the arrow misses the target.

The archer cannot jump enemy tokens or attack tokens 1

space away.

To attack, the archer must have a clear line of sight (no

tree spaces between the Archer and the target).

The Archer can Wound the Boar, making it easier to

capture.

The Archer cannot be used in Greased Pig..


